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This paper presents a survey of developments in de novo phasing methods and instrumentation in

protein crystallography that have been carried out over the past 20 years at the French synchrotron

radiation facility LURE. This includes progress in detector technology, particularly with multiwire

proportional chambers, contributions to the development of the MAD and MASC methods for

experimental phase-determination via anomalous dispersion, the exploration of the use of xenon and

krypton as heavy atoms and anomalous scatterers, as well as the substantialization of parts of the

`Bayesian programme' for structure determination in highly ef®cient and user-friendly software. It is

shown how the conjunction of high-quality data collection with novel phasing methods and with

optimized data-processing schemes can bring about major improvements, even when the signal is

very weak, in the accuracy of structural determinations.

Keywords: protein crystallography; MAD; MASC; xenon; X-ray detectors; maximum-likelihood
re®nement.

1. Introduction

A common theme in the scienti®c activity of the co-

authors of this contribution has been the simultaneous

improvement of experimental and computational techni-

ques for the solution of the phase problem in macro-

molecular crystallography. This article gives a survey of

contributions on de novo² phasing. They involve an

interplay between new instrumentation and methodologies,

theoretical advances and their implementation in new

software. The presentation of the `Bayesian programme'

(Bricogne, 1988, 1993), which tackles the phase problem in

a more general context, has been restricted to the part

which is directly relevant to de novo phasing, namely the

maximum-likelihood re®nement of heavy-atom para-

meters.

2. Advanced data acquisition and processing
systems, and ®rst MAD results

2.1. Spherical-drift multiwire proportional chambers

The use of synchrotron radiation in the X-ray range

became possible at the french synchrotron radiation facility

LURE in 1976 when DCI, a 1.85 GeV electron±positron

storage ring designed for high-energy physics, became

operational. The exploitation of synchrotron radiation in a

parasitic mode began immediately with six instruments

installed on the ®rst beamline D1. One of these instru-

ments, on station D12, was dedicated to macromolecular

crystallography. The set-up was equipped with a purposely

modi®ed Enraf±Nonius rotation camera. The mono-

chromator introduced a crystal bender based on elastic

properties of a triangular-shaped crystal (R. Fourme,

unpublished; Lemonnier et al., 1978). The polarization

correction to be applied with the highly polarized

synchrotron radiation was derived (Kahn, Fourme, Gadet

et al., 1982). This instrument was the ®rst rotation camera

used to collect diffraction data with synchrotron radiation
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² Here, de novo means based on measurements of diffracted intensities,
which may include anomalous dispersion or heavy-atom substitution
effects, without reference to an already known structure. This is to be
distinguished from ab initio, a term which we feel should be reserved for
computational phasing from native amplitudes only.
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(Fourme, 1978; Kahn, Fourme, Gadet et al., 1982; Wilson et

al., 1983; Fourme & Kahn, 1985). A typical example of

protein structure solved from data collected at D12 is

deoxy hemoglobin at 1.74 AÊ resolution (Fermi et al., 1984).

Modi®cations in the collimation system, suggested by P. B.

Sigler, allowed recording of spatially resolved diffraction

patterns from crystals with unit-cell parameters in the

range 300±1000 AÊ (Usha et al., 1984). Experience obtained

during these early years was essential for preparing a

prospective report on the use of ESRF for protein crys-

tallography (Helliwell & Fourme, 1983).

While D12 was under construction we realised that, in a

set-up designed for protein crystallography with synchro-

tron radiation, the area detector was both the most crucial

and the weakest component. Based on the pioneering work

of G. Charpak at CERN (Charpak et al., 1968), a multiwire

proportional chamber (MWPC) for X-ray diffraction

applications had been developed by N. H. Xuong and co-

workers at San Diego in collaboration with V. Perez-

Mendez at Berkeley (Cork et al., 1974; Xuong et al., 1978).

This device had attractive characteristics, especially the

high accuracy inherent to photon counters and low

instrumental noise. But it suffered from parallax effects (i.e.

spot elongation observed for beams inclined with respect to

the detector axis) and the count-rate capability of its delay-

line position encoder was limited. During a meeting held in

1973 with G. Charpak, R. MoÈ ssbauer, W. Parak and R.

Fourme, it was decided to build two detectors, one for

MoÈ ssbauer experiments and the other for synchrotron

radiation applications. This was the starting point of a long-

term collaboration between G. Charpak and his colla-

borators at CERN (R. Bouclier, R. Benoit, G. Million, J. C.

Santiard and F. Sauli) and the LURE team.

At LURE, R. Kahn, the main investigator of this project,

and R. Fourme were joined by B. Caudron, then R.

Bosshard and later by A. Bahri. Parallax was suppressed by

coupling the MWPC to a drift space with radial ®eld lines

(Charpak et al., 1974). This drift space is de®ned by two

spherical electrodes and a conical edge with ring-shaped

electrodes. Due to the geometry of the drift space and the

associated mapping function, the spherical drift MWPC

performs a stereographic projection of the reciprocal space

(Bricogne, 1987a); this projection is conformal, i.e. angle

preserving, transforming circles on the Ewald sphere into

circles on the detector plane. The position encoder was of

the wire-by-wire type, with one ampli®er per wire and

priority encoders. These technical solutions were investi-

gated on a prototype detector, called Mark I (Kahn et al.,

1980; Kahn, Fourme, Bosshard et al., 1982), and equipped

with a short-bending-radius Al entrance window. This

detector was developed with a Cu X-ray tube, then installed

on the D25 station. The software for data acquisition and

partial on-line data reduction was written by R. Kahn, using

the limited resources of a PDP 11/34 minicomputer with a

128 K 16-bit memory. An improved and completely rede-

signed version of this ®rst detector, called Mark II, was

built and installed at the D23 station of LURE-DCI. The

Mark II was equipped with a wire-by-wire digital encoder

allowing a total count rate in excess of 300 kHz. With a

large disc-shaped sensitive area (diameter 0.486 m, 185500

1 � 1 mm pixels), a negligible instrumental noise, a

detective quantum ef®ciency close to unity, and a very short

dead time (�1 s) obtained by double-buffering, this

detector was a milestone in the development of gas

chambers for macromolecular crystallography (Kahn,

Fourme, Bosshard, Chiadmi et al., 1986).

At this stage it became clear that a new software package

was needed both to drive data acquisition and to process

diffraction images. This was provided by the EEC initiative

described below, which resulted in the EEC MADNES

software package. The implementation of EEC MADNES

on the Mark II diffractometer was a crucial step forward, as

it allowed the full exploitation of the intrinsic qualities of

the detector [reviewed by Kahn & Fourme (1997)]. The

®nal evolution of the spherical drift MWPC was the Mark

III. With respect to the Mark II, the new feature was a

position encoder designed for fast determination of the

centroid of electron clusters resulting from the conversion

of X-ray photons. This encoder improved both spatial

resolution and uniformity (Bahri et al., 1992). The Mark II

was installed on the D41 station at LURE-DCI and open to

users under the supervision of A. Bentley. It was used for

data collection at an essentially ®xed wavelength (�1.4 AÊ ).

Then, image-plate detectors which were simpler to operate

and maintain became available, and the Mark III operation

was stopped in 1993.

2.2. The EEC detector software initiative

The EEC MADNES software package was the product

of an EEC initiative organized in 1986 by G. Bricogne

(Bricogne, 1986a,b, 1987b) for the purpose of imple-

menting, through a series of cooperative workshops, a

single program structure providing device independence,

computer independence without loss of ef®ciency, and

method independence in the data reduction. This imple-

mentation was carried out starting from the MADNES

package (Messerschmidt & P¯ugrath, 1987) which was at

the time speci®c for the Enraf±Nonius FAST system. Many

specialists participated in the various workshops. This EEC

initiative had a substantial and irreversible impact on the

evolution of position-sensitive detector software: before

the workshops, each package was tied to a particular

combination of detector and goniometers; after the work-

shops, many of the packages were upgraded to process data

from many different such combinations. Several original

concepts emerged during these workshops, notably the idea

of three-dimensional auto-indexing by Fourier transform

methods (Bricogne, 1986b, p. 28) which was subsequently

implemented in the DENZO package (Otwinowski &

Minor, 1997).

The scienti®c manifesto of the workshops (Bricogne,

1986a) proposed a long-term approach to data acquisition

in terms of Bayesian statistics, whose methods were

invoked in particular to estimate and update three-
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dimensional re¯ection pro®les and to carry out re¯ection

integration itself. This Bayesian approach was viewed as

seamlessly connected to the subsequent steps of phase

determination and structure re®nement which were later

described under the name of `Bayesian programme'

(Bricogne, 1988, 1993). This uni®ed picture of the statistical

underpinnings of crystal structure determination, from raw

data acquisition through phasing to the ®nal structure

re®nement, still holds much untapped potential.

2.3. First results on the MAD method

One of the goals of the MWPC project was the imple-

mentation of the multiwavelength anomalous diffraction

method (MAD). A research project on MAD began at

LURE in the late 1970s. This development was triggered by

the pioneering work at SSRL (Stanford) in several ®elds,

including EXAFS instrumentation; ®rst experiments on

anomalous diffraction performed with a precession camera

(Phillips et al., 1977); the discovery of large resonances at

the L-absorption edges of cesium and the associated large

magnitudes and changes in f 0 and f 00 which were potentially

very attractive for phasing applications (Phillips et al.,

1978); and the determination of MAD phases by a MIR-

like approach (Phillips & Hodgson, 1980). We established a

collaboration with O. Dideberg at Liege for the determi-

nation of the unknown structure of parvalbumin IIIf from

the superfast swimbladder muscle of a ®sh, Opsanus tau.

This protein was chosen for several reasons: it is a small

molecule (10.1 kDa), which binds two Ca2+ ions which can

be substituted by lanthanides; the space group is P21212

with one molecule in the asymmetric unit and good crystals

of the terbium complex, diffracting to at least 1.7 AÊ , were

available. Diffraction experiments were performed at the

terminal station, D15, of the bending-magnet beamline D1.

The set-up included a Ge(220) channel-cut mono-

chromator, a single-axis goniometer from an Enraf±Nonius

camera and the Mark I detector. A crystal was accurately

aligned along the b-axis in order to measure Bijvoet mates

at the same time. Three data sets at a resolution of 2.3 AÊ

were measured in 36 h at wavelengths close to the LIII-

absorption edge of terbium. These wavelengths were

selected in order to minimize average phase errors

(Narayan & Ramaseshan, 1981): at the peak (f 00 maxi-

mum), at the in¯ection point of the f 00 curve (|f 0| maximum)

and 0.0021 AÊ below the peak wavelength. Diffraction

images were recorded over small angular intervals (20

images per degree), with the wavelength kept constant

through 15� sectors. Coordinates of lanthanide ions were

determined from Harker sections of an anomalous

Patterson-difference map at the peak wavelength and

re®ned against the strongest anomalous differences

(Hendrickson & Teeter, 1981). One fully occupied and one

minor site were found. Phasing of acentric re¯ections was

performed in a pseudo-MIR mode with a program written

by R. Fourme. The (hkl) set at the peak wavelength was

selected as reference, and the total phase probability

distribution P(') was taken as the product of distributions

formed from the ®ve pairings of the reference set with the

remaining sets (hkl and h �kl) at the various wavelengths.

Centric re¯ections were determined by a method where the

various data sets are treated on an equal footing and which

considers phases and amplitudes of the wavelength-inde-

pendent part of structure factors as random variables. This

method was later extended to acentric re¯ections (Chiadmi

et al., 1993). In a MAD experiment it is essential to derive

accurate values for f 0 and f 00 at the various wavelengths. In

the parvalbumin study, initial f 00 values were determined by

measuring, in the wavelength range of interest, the differ-

ence in intensities of mates in a selected Bijvoet pair; f 0

values were obtained by numerical integration via the

Kramers±Kronig dispersion relation. These values were

re®ned by minimization of the total lack of closure over all

re¯ections. The MAD electron density based on 2439

phased re¯ections was calculated for the two enantio-

morphs and one of these maps allowed an unambiguous

chain tracing. Independently, O. Dideberg solved the

structure at 3.2 AÊ resolution by molecular replacement,

using the carp parvalbumin molecule (Moews & Kret-

singer, 1975) as model. The average phase discrepancy for

re¯ections common to both determinations is 54�, prior to

any re®nement of either structure. The structure of

Opsanus tau parvalbumin (Kahn et al., 1985; Kahn, Fourme,

Bosshard, Chiadmi et al., 1986) is the ®rst unknown

structure determined by MAD phasing (Fourme &

Hendrickson, 1990), although the folding was of a known

type. The use of an electronic area detector with a short

dead time allowing a ®ne slicing of reciprocal space was

very innovative. Nevertheless, the accuracy and complete-

ness of data collected during this experiment were not

optimal, due to inhomogeneities in the response of the

various detector channels and limitations in both detector

hardware and data analysis software. These problems were

essentially solved with the installation in 1984 of the Mark

II detector, coupled to a multicircle diffractometer, on the

D23 station (Kahn, Fourme, Bosshard, Chiadmi et al.,

1986). After the implementation of EEC MADNES, the

progress with respect to the pioneer parvalbumin experi-

ments can be best appreciated with the solution by MAD of

the structure of the carbohydrate recognition domain of a

rat mannose-binding protein (Weis et al., 1991). The

asymmetric unit contains a dimer in which the four native

Ca2+ ions can be substituted by lanthanides. A crystal from

the holmium complex was used for a three-wavelength

MAD experiment at the Ho LIII-absorption edge. Values

for the observed anomalous diffraction ratios h�|F|2i/h|F|2i
(where �|F| is the Bijvoet difference at each wavelength)

for centric re¯ections can serve as an estimate of the noise

in the anomalous signals. These values (1.9, 2.1 and 1.7% at

the remote, peak and edge wavelengths, respectively) as

well as the merging Rsym value on intensities for the

remote wavelength data set (3.1%) are very low, even

according to current standards, especially as the whole data

were obtained from a single sample kept at �277 K (not

cryocooled) for several days. Monochromator instability
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during data collection produced a variability of edge and

peak Ho3+ scattering factors. This problem was overcome

by a least-squares re®nement of scattering factors by blocks

of data. It drew our attention to the fact that small changes

in f 00 and f 0 values due to wavelength drifts produced subtle

non-isomorphism; accordingly, the re®nement of f 00 and f 0

values as parameters of the anomalous structure had to be

included in a fully ¯edged treatment, which was achieved a

few years later with the program SHARP as discussed in x5.

Finally, a unique set of 7195 re¯ections (completeness

89.3%) was obtained. The phasing procedure was per-

formed by the algebraic method (Karle, 1980; Hendrickson,

1985) using MADLSQ (Hendrickson, 1985). The |0FA|

Patterson map was extremely clear, and the quality of the

MAD-phased electron density map allowed the construc-

tion of a molecular model with no signi®cant deviations

from the ideal geometry which was re®ned to a crystal-

lographic R-factor of 0.176. This example demonstrated the

feasibility of obtaining very accurate MAD phases.

W. Shepard and R. Fourme installed in 1994 a new MAD

station, DW21, on the wiggler beamline of the storage ring

DCI. The equipment includes double-focusing optics with a

curved mirror and a sagittal-focusing monochromator, a

commercial image-plate detector, a cryocooling system and

a system for the detection of ¯uorescence based on an Si

diode. With typical exposure times in the range 15±300 s

per degree and the fairly long dead time of the image-plate

detector, DW21 cannot compete with CCD-based instru-

ments at third-generation synchrotron sources for data-

collection rates. In contrast, the accuracy of data collected

at DW21 may be excellent. This is due to the stability of the

operating conditions of DCI (broad positron beam, beam

lifetime in excess of 220 h) and to the care taken at the

various steps of data collection and analysis, as illustrated in

x6 (Schiltz et al., 1997a). Representative examples of

structures solved by MAD using data collected at DW21

and which led to high-quality electron density maps are: a

`zipper' DNA (Shepard et al., 1998), a double-stranded

DNA containing a cisplatin interstrand cross-link at 1.63 AÊ

resolution (Coste et al., 1999), and cytochrome 552 from

Pseudomonas nautica with eight molecules in the asym-

metric unit (Brown et al., 1999); the anomalous scattering

species were Br, Pt and Fe, respectively.

3. From MAD to MASC

In the MAD method the unknown structure contains many

ordered atoms which behave essentially as normal scat-

terers and a few ordered atoms with signi®cant anomalous

scattering (the partial structure A) which are, or can be,

inserted into the total structure. Instead of being ordered,

the partial structure A can be disordered atoms dispersed

in the solvent which, in macromolecular crystals, occupies a

large fraction of the unit-cell volume. This method is a way

of producing contrast variation (Stuhrmann & Kirste,

1965). It is different from other contrast-variation methods

(such as chemical or isotopic substitution, solvent exchange

and nuclear spin-dependent scattering), since it contains an

imaginary part of the scattering amplitude. There were few

references concerning the measurement and the exploita-

tion of Bijvoet differences due to anomalous scattering

effects of the solvent in macromolecular crystals and they

refer essentially to single-wavelength cases. Such differ-

ences have been observed by H. W. Wyckoff (unpublished),

Dumas (1988), Crumley (1989) and Carter et al. (1990).

Bricogne and co-workers (Dumas, 1988; Carter et al., 1990)

have pointed out that it is possible to take advantage of

Bijvoet differences to supplement chemical standard

contrast-variation measurements. The potential usefulness

of multiwavelength anomalous scattering of the solvent

phase was mentioned in the context of the `Bayesian

programme' (Bricogne, 1993). A MAD-like analysis was

presented (Fourme, 1993; Fourme et al., 1995) using, as a

starting point, a formalism which separated the diffraction

effects of the molecular envelope and the internal ¯uc-

tuations (G. Bricogne, unpublished).

De®ne:

ÿ�h� � ÿ0�sAG�h� exp�ÿBS2=4�; �1�
where 0�sA is the `normal' electron density of anomalous

scatterers, G(h) is the structure factor value at h of the

molecular envelope, B is a parameter re¯ecting the

disorder in the solvent phase and S is the modulus of the

scattering vector. One can derive expressions for the

overall structure factor F(h) and the complex conjugate

F(ÿh)* of the structure factor of the anomalous mate

similar to the ones in the algebraic MAD method

(Hendrickson, 1985), where ÿ(h) replaces 0FA(h):

F�h� � 0F�h� � ��f 0=f 0 � i �f 00=f 0�ÿ�h�; �2�

F�ÿh�� � 0F�h� � ��f 0=f 0 ÿ i �f 00=f 0�ÿ�h�: �3�
The separation of the effects of the anomalous partial

structure A from the overall diffraction effects can be

applied using a set of equations equivalent to the algebraic

MAD equations. Using MADLSQ (Hendrickson, 1985),

these equations can be solved for |ÿ(h)|, |0FT(h)| and the

phase difference �' between 0FT(h) and ÿ(h). Accord-

ingly, the prime information which can be derived from

MASC data is the set of amplitudes of envelope structure

factors. The calculation of the Fourier transform (the

molecular envelope) requires the derivation of phases

associated with these amplitudes. This is a non-trivial

problem, which we are currently addressing by several

methods (Ramin, 1999; R. Kahn, unpublished), including

the use of maximum entropy and likelihood ranking to test

envelope hypotheses (Bricogne, 1993).

This method is called MASC (an acronym for multi-

wavelength anomalous scattering contrast, suggested by W.

Shepard). It has an advantage over other contrast-variation

methods since the contrast variation is generated by indu-

cing a physical change, and thus preserving strict

isomorphism. A variety of anomalous scatterers may be

used in a MASC experiment, and the most suitable ones
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will depend on the crystallization conditions of the

macromolecule. Analogues of the precipitating agent are

good choices since such compounds are less likely to

perturb the crystalline lattice (e.g. selenate for sulfate,

bromide for chloride, tribromoacetate for acetate)

although changes of pKa should be allowed for. Pioneer

MASC experiments were performed at LURE-DCI

(Fourme et al., 1995) on crystals of two proteins with known

structures. Further experiments were conducted at LURE-

DCI and at the ESRF (Grenoble), using cryocooled crys-

tals of three proteins with very different molecular weights

and various anomalous scatterers [ytterbium, bromine and

selenium in YbCl3, NaBr and (NH4)2SeO4, respectively].

For the three structures, a few ordered sites were found on

phased anomalous Fourier difference maps. These sites are

located close to the protein surface. In such cases the total

`normal' structure factors of the partial structure incorpo-

rate a contribution from ordered anomalous scatterers.

Respective contributions from ordered and disordered

anomalous scatterers vary according to resolution. A good

agreement between experimental and model amplitudes

was found taking into account MASC effects only at very

low resolution (d > 20 AÊ ), a superposition of MASC and

MAD effects in the range 20±8 AÊ , and MAD effects only at

higher resolution. Accordingly, MAD and MASC effects

may be jointly used to derive phase information in different

resolution ranges. Furthermore, the addition of a high

concentration of anomalous scatterers in the solvent may

be purposely and systematically exploited to obtain deri-

vatives suitable for the SAD or MAD methods. In other

experiments one might wish to obtain a pure MASC effect.

We have found that binding the anomalous scatterer to a

zwitterion was effective in this respect, as signi®cant

ordered sites could not be detected.

Experimental aspects of a MASC experiment are now

essentially in hand. The comparison between experimental

and model values has shown that amplitudes from envelope

structure factors G(h) derived from MASC data are

meaningful (Ramin et al., 1999). The future of this method

is strongly dependent on the availability of an ef®cient

procedure for phasing these coef®cients. If this phasing step

can be dealt with, then the combination of anomalous

diffraction and contrast variation techniques can lead to a

general method for low-resolution phasing of diffraction

patterns from very large macromolecules. A different

approach to low-resolution phasing, involving the location

in the crystallographic unit of the molecular shape deter-

mined from solution scattering, has been introduced

recently (Hao et al., 1999).

4. Xenon and krypton as heavy-atom labels and
anomalous scattering centres

4.1. Binding of xenon and krypton to proteins

Early experiments with xenon gas in protein crystal-

lography go back to the work of Schoenborn et al. (1965)

and Tilton et al. (1984) on myoglobin±xenon complexes.

The general principles of xenon binding to proteins are

reviewed by Schiltz et al. (1994) but a brief outline is given

here. Xenon complexes with proteins are obtained by

subjecting a native protein crystal to a xenon-gas atmo-

sphere pressurized in the range 1 � 105±50 � 105 Pa. Xe

atoms are able to diffuse rapidly towards potential inter-

action sites in protein molecules via the solvent channels

that are always present in protein crystals. The number and

the occupancies of xenon binding sites vary with the

applied pressure. The interaction of xenon with proteins is

the result of non-covalent weak-energy van der Waals

forces and therefore the process of xenon binding is

completely reversible. It also implies that xenon binding

only induces very marginal perturbations to the

surrounding molecular structure. As a consequence, these

xenon complexes are almost always highly isomorphous to

the native crystals. Xenon is able to bind to a large variety

of sites in proteins (PrangeÂ et al., 1998), including closed

intramolecular hydrophobic cavities, accessible active sites,

intermolecular cavities and channel-pores. Essentially the

same interactions as for xenon also exist with krypton, and

protein-krypton complexes can be prepared in the same

way (Schiltz et al., 1997a).

4.2. A brief historical survey

The use of xenon as a heavy atom for phase determi-

nation was ®rst suggested by Schoenborn & Featherstone

(1967) who immediately realised its potential bene®ts by

stating that ªXenon is a little `lighter' than desirable for a

heavy atom, but this is counteracted by the fact that xenon

protein complexes show a high degree of isomorphism with

the native crystals ± a fact often not true with most of the

commonly used `heavy atoms' which are generally ionic

groups capable of inducing some disorder into the native

structure.º However, it was not until 1991 that Vitali et al.

(1991) demonstrated that SIRAS-phases computed from

the xenon complex of myoglobin yielded an interpretable

electron density map for that protein. Following a sugges-

tion by T. PrangeÂ, a comprehensive research project on

xenon derivatives was started at LURE in 1993 with three

speci®c goals in mind: (i) devising a simple and generally

applicable method for the preparation and X-ray data

collection of isomorphous xenon derivatives; (ii) testing

this method on proteins other than myoglobin and

haemoglobin; and (iii) using xenon derivatives for deter-

mining phases of unknown protein structures. A ®rst

outcome of this work was the design of a high-pressure

xenon cell and the setting up of a standard protocol for data

collection under xenon gas pressure (Schiltz et al., 1994).

Furthermore, it was shown that, apart from the well known

cases of the haem-proteins, xenon is able to bind to a large

number of different proteins (Schiltz et al., 1995; PrangeÂ et

al., 1998).

The ®rst xenon derivative on a protein of unknown

structure was obtained on urate oxidase in 1993 [the

structural study was published in 1997 by Colloc'h et al.

(1997)]. A highly substituted xenon derivative was
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obtained at a gas pressure of 8� 105 Pa. Mercury and lead

derivatives had been obtained previously for this protein,

but the binding sites in both derivatives are at almost

identical locations, thus limiting their phasing power. The

contribution of the xenon derivative was crucial for the

successful determination of this structure by the MIR

method: the single xenon binding site is at a large distance

from the heavy-atom sites in the two classical derivatives.

This emphasizes another advantage of xenon derivatives;

because xenon tends to ®x into hydrophobic cavities, these

binding sites are very likely to be different from those of

classical heavy-atom compounds which predominantly bind

to speci®c functional groups.

The real breakthrough came in 1994, when the structure

of the ligand-binding domain of the human nuclear

receptor RXR-� was solved with a xenon derivative

prepared at LURE at a gas pressure of 20 � 105 Pa

(Bourguet et al., 1995). This structure was solved with an

initial 5 AÊ SIR map, based solely on the xenon derivative.

The �-helices of the structure were clearly visible in this

initial map and a discontinuous polyalanine model could be

traced. Density modi®cation via solvent-¯attening and

recombination with the SIR phases yielded an inter-

pretable electron density map for the whole molecule. At a

latter stage, a classical mercury derivative was obtained and

these data were added to the SIR phases to improve the

map. Because of its high isomorphism, the xenon derivative

has a signi®cantly better phasing power than the mercury

derivative. This was the ®rst published example where a

xenon derivative had been used to determine the phases of

an unknown protein structure. It established the credentials

of the method and it immediately triggered the attention of

the crystallographic community.

4.3. Recent developments and current status

Since then, xenon derivatives have been successfully

used for the structure determination of a number of other

proteins, including Photosystem I (Krauss et al., 1996),

cartilage oligomeric matrix protein (Malashkevich et al.,

1996), DMSO-reductase (Schindelin et al., 1996), the outer-

surface antigen P64k from Neisseria meningitidis (Li de la

Sierra et al., 1997), the CheY-binding domain of histidine

kinase CheA (Welch et al., 1998), N-myristoyl transferase

(Weston et al., 1998), Arcelin-1 (Mourey et al., 1998) and

thermostable �-mannanase (Hilge et al., 1998).

Meanwhile, alternative designs for room-temperature

pressure cells had been proposed (Stowell et al., 1996) and

the problem of ¯ash-freezing xenon derivatives was

addressed by Sauer et al. (1997), Schiltz, Shepard et al.

(1997) and Soltis et al. (1997) who showed that the pres-

surization and ¯ash-freezing steps can be separated in time.

Sauer et al. (1997) also developed two elegant devices for

the production of freeze-trapped xenon derivatives. Alter-

native designs of such devices were presented by P. Mancia

& R. P. Evans (unpublished), Soltis et al. (1997) and

Djinovic-Carugo et al. (1998).

Xenon and krypton also display interesting anomalous

scattering properties (Schiltz, Shepard et al., 1997; Schiltz,

Kvick et al., 1997). The K-absorption edge of krypton is

situated at a wavelength (0.866 AÊ ) that is readily accessible

on synchrotron radiation sources and that is near the

selenium and bromine edges. The absorption edges of

xenon are situated either at long or very short wavelengths

(2.6 AÊ for the LIII edge and 0.36 AÊ for the K edge), which

are more dif®cult to harness technically, but at the Cu K�
wavelength the residual anomalous signal from the LIII

edge is still signi®cant: f 00 = 7.4. Thus, SIRAS experiments

on xenon derivatives with Cu K� radiation were success-

fully carried out by Vitali et al. (1991) and Weston et al.

(1998).

In two SIRAS test studies (Schiltz, Shepard et al., 1997;

Schiltz, Kvick et al., 1997), carried out respectively on

krypton and xenon derivatives of the protein porcine

pancreatic elastase (PPE), the potentials of highly isomor-

phous noble-gas derivatives were evidenced. Perhaps even

more signi®cant, these studies strikingly demonstrated the

crucial importance of the coupling between careful data-

collection schemes designed to accurately harvest weak

signals with the optimal statistical treatment of these data,

as will be discussed in more detail in x6.

For many MIR projects, testing for xenon binding is now

included as a routine part in the screening for derivatives.

From the experience gathered at LURE and at SSRL

(Stowell et al., 1996), one can estimate conservatively that

the success rate for xenon binding is higher than 30%.

Many protein crystallography groups have their own in-

house pressurization apparatus and equipment for the

preparation and X-ray data collection of xenon derivatives

is provided to users on the crystallography beamlines at a

number of synchrotron centres including LURE Orsay,²

SRS Daresbury³ and SSRL Stanford.§ As a latest devel-

opment in the ®eld, xenon-derivatization ¯ash-cooling

devices are being commercialized by companies, including

the Molecular Structure Corporation and Oxford Cryo-

systems (in collaboration with the University of Oxford).

Apart from their use in phase determination, xenon

derivatives have also been used or proposed for other

interesting applications such as the mapping of hydro-

phobic cavities in proteins (Tilton et al., 1984; Quillin et al.,

1996; PrangeÂ et al., 1998), the exploration of pathways for

gas access in hydrogenases (Montet et al., 1997) or for

X-ray contrast-variation imaging of lipids and detergents in

crystals of membrane proteins (Sauer et al., 1997).

5. De novo phasing using maximum-likelihood
re®nement

De novo phasing methods rely entirely on measurements

of Bragg intensities. They are used to solve the phase

² http://www.lure.u-psud.fr/sections/Xenon/XENON.HTM.
³ http://www.dl.ac.uk/SRS/PX/xenon cell/xenon notes 1.html.
§ http://biosg1.slac.stanford.edu/research/workshop97/xenon.
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problem in macromolecular crystallography when mole-

cular replacement is not applicable. For each diffracted

beam h, the phase of the structure factor of the unknown

structure is estimated with respect to the phase of the

structure factor of a subset of atoms (reference structure).

In order to use the calculated phase of the wave diffracted

by the subset structure as reference, its structure must be

solved and re®ned prior to the solution of the main struc-

ture. This can be achieved if atoms in the subset have

distinct features ± a high Z value and/or anomalous scat-

tering ± with respect to all other atoms, so that they can be

located using Patterson or direct methods. In order to

determine unambiguously the unknown phase, at least two

partial structures and three intensity measurements are

required. Several variants of the same concept can be used

for the generation of reference waves: the isomorphous

replacement (MIR), the wavelength-dependence of scat-

tering from anomalous scatterers (MAD) or a blend of two

(SIRAS, MIRAS). With two intensity measurements only

(SIR, SAD) the phase determination is ambiguous; addi-

tional physical information, such as solvent ¯attening or

non-crystallographic symmetry, is necessary to break the

ambiguity.

Bias-free re®nement of partial structures in de novo

methods, which is an essential step towards obtaining the

best possible electron-density maps given the available

data, has remained for a long time a troublesome issue in

macromolecular crystallography. The origin of dif®culties

was identi®ed in the use of least squares in a situation

where several rules which are cardinal for their applica-

tion are not respected, the cure being the use of

maximum-likelihood re®nement as advocated by Bricogne

(1985, 1988, 1991a,b). The ®rst rule is that any quantity

involved in the observational least-squares equations

should be either a model parameter or an observation.

Treating the native phase as a known constant within each

re®nement cycle but recalculating it after each re®nement

step introduces bias on the parameters, especially in the

case of mostly bimodal distributions. The second rule is that

the inverse-variance `weights' in the expression for the

least-squares residual should be kept ®xed as if they were

part of the observed data. Since the method of least squares

is a special case of the maximum-likelihood methods when

errors are normally distributed with ®xed (co)variances, it

was clear that the problem of properly estimating the lack-

of-isomorphism parameters demanded a full-¯edged

maximum-likelihood treatment rather than least squares.

The outline of maximum-likelihood formalism for the

isomorphous replacement (MIR and SIR case) was ®rst

given then extended to probability distributions incorpor-

ating anomalous diffraction effects as well as measurement

error and non-isomorphism (Bricogne, 1991a,b). Inte-

grating the distributions in the whole complex plane leads

to likelihood functions that can be used for heavy-atom

detection and re®nement, and for producing phase prob-

ability distributions encoded with the `ABCD' coef®cients

(Hendrickson & Lattman, 1970).

This formalism has been implemented in a computer

program called SHARP, an acronym for statistical heavy-

atom re®nement and phasing (de la Fortelle & Bricogne,

1997). In SHARP, the parametrization amounts to a

physical description of diffraction properties, involving

heavy-atom coordinates, occupancies, isotropic and (if need

be) anisotropic temperature factors, as well as normal and

anomalous scattering factors. A parametrization of the

anisotropy of anomalous scattering has recently been

implemented, allowing a re®nement of the corresponding

parameters from unmerged data carrying suitable gonio-

metric information for each measurement (M. Schiltz & G.

Bricogne, unpublished). The implementation of SHARP

uses a hierarchical organization for the various parameters,

that enables common attributes to be shared appropriately.

A list of site coordinates is determined that contains all

known sites in all derivatives and, for each level of the

hierarchy, these sites are `quali®ed' (by a chemical identity,

by an occupancy etc.). In this way the long-standing

problem of the same site being re®ned independently at

each wavelength of a MAD experiment cannot occur, and

common sites in a MIR experiment are parametrized

correctly. As SHARP can accomodate data from different

experimental procedures (MIR, MAD or a blend of the

two), the user has to be guided during the build up of a

hierarchical parameters ®le describing this experiment.

This is achieved by means of an HTML browser-based

graphical user interface. An extensive on-line help is also

available.

We shall point out the way in which some important

issues are adressed by SHARP. The use of two-dimensional

integration over the full (amplitude and phase) native

structure factor in the likelihood function removes, in the

case of SIR and MIR, the assumption that the native

amplitude measurement is error-free and, in the case of

MAD, respects the statistical equivalence between the data

attached to the various wavelengths. The randomness

caused by lack-of-isomorphism is treated as part of the

substitution model. As a result, it does not attempt to

match a calculated value to an observed value (as in the

case of the least-squares method) but to match the prob-

ability distributions of these two quantities. Finally, the

likelihood formalism provides the opportunity of checking

for signi®cant disagreement between the data and the

substitution model. For each re¯ection h, the gradients of

the log-likelihood function with respect to the real and

imaginary parts of the various heavy-atom structure factors

FAj(h) are calculated. These numbers are then used in

Fourier syntheses to produce residual maps, that have the

symmetry of the crystal. Similarly, in the case where there is

signi®cant anomalous diffraction, the gradients with

respect to (FAj+ + FAj±) become coef®cients for isomor-

phous residual maps and those with respect to (FAj+ÿ FAj±)

for anomalous residual maps. These residuals maps are

essentially Fourier syntheses calculated from inverse-

variance weighted difference coef®cients between the

derivative and native data. Their enhanced sensitivity to
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any departure from the current heavy-atom model makes

them an instrument of choice to detect minor sites, struc-

tural disorder at certain sites, or anisotropy in the heavy-

atom temperature factors.

SHARP has been extensively tested in order to make

sure that the re®nement procedure converges to an

unbiased solution. For this purpose, simulated data ®les

were created in which the `perfect' heavy-atom parameters

are speci®ed, and the lack-of-isomorphism and measure-

ment errors have ideal distributions with known para-

meters. The re®nement is initiated from perturbed values of

all these parameters, and the accuracy of their ®nal re®ned

values is measured by a suitable `distance' to the perfect

distance in parameter space. Numerical tests for SIR,

SIRAS and MAD have shown, for the ®rst time with a

heavy-atom re®nement procedure, that the estimated

standard errors on the re®ned parameters are quantita-

tively reliable. MIRAS tests have also shown that several

weak heavy-atom derivatives could be re®ned with ®nal

unbiased parameter values, while each of them was too

weak for a pure Patterson-based re®nement. First results

on measured crystallographic data compared favourably

with those of other programs, giving indications of signi®-

cant overall improvement with SHARP (Ramakrishnan &

Biou, 1997). SHARP has now been installed and effectively

used at several hundred sites throughout the world. Close

interaction between SHARP developers and users around

a variety of dif®cult problems has been an effective driving

force for the continued improvement of the program.

The formalism used by SHARP applies to the various de

novo phasing methods and underlines their common

conceptual background, while being ¯exible enough to take

into account their speci®cities (for instance, the site invar-

iance in the MAD method). Furthermore, SHARP uses and

produces phase information in a form which is most

suitable for the communication with, in particular, the

BUSTER suite which implements the `Bayesian program'

(Bricogne, 1993). The accurate description of reference

structures and the production of minimally biased phases

are especially useful for dif®cult cases with small signals,

noisy or impoverished data. SHARP, in its standard

implementation, is interfaced to the density-modi®cation

program SOLOMON (Abrahams & Leslie, 1996) which

was instrumental in the solution of the F1-ATPase struc-

ture. There is ample evidence that minimally biased initial

phases produced by maximum likelihood improve the

ef®ciency of density modi®cation algorithms. Even in cases

of complete bimodality, SOLOMON selects the correct

mode for most phases and is able to produce high-quality

phases.

6. Selected examples

6.1. Test SIRAS phasing of a 26 kDa protein with half a
krypton atom

X-ray diffraction data at the high-energy side of the

krypton K-edge (0.86 AÊ ) were collected on a crystal of pork

pancreatic elastase (PPE) put under a krypton gas pressure

of 56 � 105 Pa (Schiltz, Shepard et al., 1997). The occu-

pancy of the single krypton atom is approximately 0.5,

giving isomorphous and anomalous scattering strengths of

15.2 and 1.9 electrons, respectively. This derivative was used

successfully for phase determination with the SIRAS

method. After phase improvement by solvent ¯attening,

the resulting 1.87 AÊ electron density map is of exception-

ally high quality, and has a correlation coef®cient of 0.90

with a map calculated from the re®ned native structure.

Over 50 water molecules appear as spherical peaks in this

map, which is based purely on experimental data. That the

equivalent of half a krypton atom is suf®cient for the

structure determination of a 26 kDa protein is in itself a

remarkable outcome. Apart from the near-perfect

isomorphism between the krypton derivative and the

native structure, the key steps in the achievement of this

result were as follows:

(i) High-quality data. Data were collected on the DW21

beamline at LURE on an imaging plate. Parameters were

carefully chosen so as to collect highly redundant data sets

with minimal noise and without detector saturation effects,

even at low resolution.

(ii) Reducing systematic errors in the isomorphous

differences. This was accomplished by collecting native and

derivative data on the same crystal (before and after

pressurization, respectively), in the same orientation.

Residual systematic errors were reduced by parametrized

local scaling of derivative to native data which also proved

to enhance the accuracy of the anomalous differences.

(iii) Optimization of the anomalous signal. This was

achieved by tuning the energy of the X-rays to 14.361 keV,

just past the krypton K-edge (on the high-energy side), to

optimize the anomalous signal (i.e. to maximize f 00). Also,

the crystal was pre-oriented in such a way that Bijvoet

mates were collected on the same frame. Even though the

anomalous signal is quite weak, the SIRAS phases are of

signi®cantly higher quality than phases computed in SIR

mode (these give a ®nal map correlation coef®cient of

0.72).

(iv) Optimal statistical treatment of isomorphous and

anomalous differences. The use of the program SHARP for

heavy-atom re®nement and phasing played an essential

role in the successful determination of the high-quality

electron density map. Initial attempts to use the program

MLPHARE gave rise to problems with the treatment of the

weak anomalous signals. The ®nal solvent-¯attened SIRAS

map which was calculated from MLPHARE phases is of

lower quality and has a correlation coef®cient of 0.69 with a

map computed from the re®ned native structure. This study

was one of the very ®rst applications of SHARP to real data

and it gave the ®rst indications of the superiority of a

complete implementation of the maximum-likelihood

theory for heavy-atom re®nement over previous approa-

ches. Thus, the use of xenon and krypton derivatives, when

they can be obtained, associated with statistical heavy-atom

re®nement allows one to overcome the major limitations of
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the isomorphous replacement method, i.e. non-

isomorphism and the problem of optimal estimation of

heavy-atom parameters.

A similar experiment, which was carried out at the

ESRF, was also performed on a xenon derivative of PPE,

with data collected at the high-energy side of the xenon K

edge (� = 0.36 AÊ ) (Schiltz, Kvick et al., 1997). It essentially

con®rms the conclusions drawn in the study with krypton.

This is the ®rst fully documented report on a complete

protein crystallography experiment, from data collection

up to phase determination and calculation of an electron

density map, carried out with data obtained at ultrashort

(�0.3 AÊ ) wavelengths. Potential advantages of the use of

very short (�0.5 AÊ ) or ultrashort wavelengths in macro-

molecular crystallography have already been addressed by

Helliwell & Fourme (1983), Helliwell (1992) and Helliwell

et al. (1993).

6.2. N-myristoyl transferase

In many respects the structure determination of N-

myristoyl transferase (Weston et al., 1998) also proves to be

a typical illustration of the advantages that highly isomor-

phous xenon derivatives, combined with mindful data-

collection schemes and with a proper statistical heavy-atom

re®nement and phasing, can offer. A three-wavelength

MAD dataset of standard quality was collected on an Se-

Met protein at the ESRF, but the determination of the

positions of the 12 Se atoms proved intractable. At a latter

stage a ¯ash-frozen xenon derivative (pressure 106 Pa) was

prepared and data were collected on an in-house X-ray

generator with Cu K� radiation. A second crystal was

subjected to exactly the same treatment, but the xenon gas

was allowed to diffuse out of the crystal before cryocooling,

thus giving a native dataset. The authors report that the

relative weakness of the isomorphous differences (Riso =

0.091) almost led them to discard the xenon derivative as

being native. However, the isomorphous difference

Patterson map showed clear cross-vectors and ten xenon

sites could be re®ned in SHARP. The resulting SIRAS

phases allowed for the straightforward detection of the

positions of the 12 Se atoms by difference Fourier analysis.

Most surprisingly, the SHARP-re®ned xenon SIRAS

phases alone (after solvent-¯attening) were of better

quality than both the combined Xe/Se phases and the pure

Se-MAD phases (after solvent-¯attening). Eventually, the

structure was solved from the solvent-¯attened xenon

SIRAS map. The authors also report that various attempts

to derive SIRAS phases with the program MLPHARE

(combined with solvent-¯attening) failed to produce an

interpretable electron density map.

6.3. SAD phasing with weak anomalous signals

The possibility of solving a protein structure from

anomalous scattering at a single wavelength (SAD) was

®rst achieved on crambin (Hendrickson & Teeter, 1981).

Rusticyanin is the largest structure solved from SAD data

to date (Harvey et al., 1998). The lack of information

inherent to SAD alone was completed by information

coming either from a Sim distribution (crambin) or direct

methods (rusticyanin). A test SAD experiment on native

tetragonal crystals of hen egg-white lysozyme (HEWL) was

performed by Dauter et al. (1999). The data collection with

an image-plate detector at the NSLS (Brookhaven) was

standard, except for the high multiplicity and high

completion of observations resulting mainly from multiple

measurement passes with different limits and exposure

times. The structure was solved from the weak anomalous

signal of ten native S atoms and seven chlorine ions from

the crystallization solution loosely bound to the protein

surface (expected Bijvoet ratio at 1.54 AÊ , �1.5%). The

partial structure of anomalous scatterers was solved by

direct methods on the basis of Bijvoet differences with the

program SHELXM (Sheldrick, 1998). From the initial

bimodal phase distribution, the application of SHARP and

SOLOMON produced an electron density map highly

correlated (correlation factor 0.80) to the electron density

of the re®ned structure.

7. Conclusions

The developments presented in this contribution are

representative of the general evolution which has taken

place in macromolecular crystallography over the past two

decades. One major aspect of this evolution has been the

drive towards ever higher standards of data quality. The

combination of cryocooling techniques, of third-generation

synchrotron sources and of advanced detector systems has

recently achieved astounding data-collection rates, espe-

cially in the context of experimental protocols developed

for MAD data collection. It is now relatively easy and no

longer so time-consuming to collect accurate highly

redundant and complete data (including very low-resolu-

tion re¯ections) up to the highest possible resolution. We

believe, however, that much work remains to be performed

in the design of optimal data-collection strategies capable

of delivering not only completeness but also a spatially

homogeneous degree of redundancy.

Another aspect of the recent evolution of methods is that

data collection and subsequent computational treatment

must be considered as two complementary contributors to

the phasing process. The MAD method is an obvious

example of this interaction, but it is by no means an

immutable paradigm. Besides classical heavy-atom

compounds and seleno-methionine incorporation, xenon

and krypton have added to the range of possibilities

available to crystallographers to create a partial structure

for phasing purposes; and the systematic implementation of

a more rigorous treatment (by maximum-likelihood) of the

small signals emanating from such partial structures has

allowed a qualitative jump in the quality of maps which can

be obtained for de novo structure determination. We feel

that these developments will encourage greater diversity in

data-collection strategies than the standard MAD para-

digm does: for instance, if a full and accurate MAD
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experiment cannot be performed for practical reasons, it

may be advisable to measure only a single dataset, at the

wavelength for which the anomalous signal is largest, with

particular care, in view of the mounting evidence that SAD

may be suf®cient to solve structures, in combination with

appropriate computational procedures such as SHARP and

SOLOMON. In the perspective of structural genomics,

where the average time required to solve a structure will

have to be drastically reduced, such considerations are

likely to play a key role in streamlining the time-consuming

steps of structure determination such as tracing the map

and re®ning the molecular model.

The synergy between the respective contributions of the

various co-authors of this article has been sustained by a

shared belief that progress in the development of new

mathematical approaches to the phase problem, on the one

hand, and in the design of new experimental protocols, on

the other, occurs most effectively when these two activities

are guided by each other.

All co-authors are, or have been, members of the LURE

team. Writing this article, dedicated to the Nobel Prize of

John Walker, was also a friendly opportunity to evoke some

memorable episodes. It is also a pleasure to acknowledge

the collaboration of A. Bentley at LURE and of G.

Charpak, R. Bouclier, R. Benoit, G. Million, J. C. Santiard

and F. Sauli at CERN, who were faithful companions along

the MWPC adventure.
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